
                                                                                         

Our company produces Water - filled R
radiation and temperature extremes from 
red. 

These barriers can be connected to the column, crea ting a closed loop and have recesses
each side for easy carrying. Barriers can be filled  with water and there is no need to drain water in 
the winter. In case of collision with a car, thanks to the 
vehicle and saves driver and passengers from injuri es.

Road barriers are needed for the construction or re pair of roads to ensure an adequate level of road 
safety.

                                                                

                                                                

• fencing on parking 

• prevent cars going off the road or lane

• preventing rollover into a ravine or collision with  obstacles

• visual orientation for drivers, especially at night
 

Type  Length (mm)

1 000 1 000
1 200 1 200
1 500 1 500

                                                                                         

ROAD BARRIERS 

filled R oad barriers from 100% polyethylene, resistant to solar UV 
radiation and temperature extremes from - 40 °C to + 60 °C. Available in two basic colors: white and 

These barriers can be connected to the column, crea ting a closed loop and have recesses
each side for easy carrying. Barriers can be filled  with water and there is no need to drain water in 

In case of collision with a car, thanks to the weight of water loaded, colon amortizes the 
vehicle and saves driver and passengers from injuri es. 

Road barriers are needed for the construction or re pair of roads to ensure an adequate level of road 

                                                                 

                                                                Other applications: 

prevent cars going off the road or lane  

preventing rollover into a ravine or collision with  obstacles  

drivers, especially at night  

Length (mm)  Heigth (mm) Width (mm)

1 000 800 480 
1 200 800 480 
1 500 800 480 

                                                                                          

polyethylene, resistant to solar UV 
C. Available in two basic colors: white and 

These barriers can be connected to the column, crea ting a closed loop and have recesses -arm on 
each side for easy carrying. Barriers can be filled  with water and there is no need to drain water in 

weight of water loaded, colon amortizes the 

Road barriers are needed for the construction or re pair of roads to ensure an adequate level of road 

Width (mm)  

 


